EMERGING, EXTREME BLACK SKY HAZARDS

ELECTRIC INFRASTRUCTURE SECURITY COUNCIL 2020

Hosting Visionary Leaders In All Sectors, Working Together To Build Critical, Collaborative Black Sky Resilience Plans and Essential All-sector Tools

Research and Education
- Electric Infrastructure Security Summits
- EPRO® SECTOR
  - Systems Engineering / Planning
  - Handbooks
  - Support US NRF Rewrite
- EMP Protection

Technology Development
- BSX™: Emergency Comm
- GINOM™: All Sector Simulation
- CPIC™: Cyber Protection

Exercise and Training
- EARTH EX®
  - Global All-Sector Exercise
  - Black Sky Planning Workshops

Resilience Planning
- EPRO® Executive Committee
- EPRO® SECTOR Meetings
  - Black Start Planning
    Executive Working Group